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                            About Us

                            Athena Innovations provides Travel Management Systems for travel agencies in Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand.

                            
                                We have a comprehensive Travel Management System which is a fully integrated Front to Back Office Solution with its own inventory and seamless integration to GDS and Web Based suppliers.
                            

                            Within a single system, Athena Bookings is able to handle various travel agency core businesses – whether it is corporate ticketing, leisure travel, tour operators and wholesalers. Athena Bookings is indeed one of the most complete systems available today. 

                            For Business Intelligence Solution, we have developed Athena WarBoard and user reporting tools to enable our customers to analyse the data within the system and make informed management decisions.
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                                        Best Value

                                        Athena is committed to offer the best value technology for most, if not all, travel suppliers.

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Ensured Timely Support

                                        Users of the system are assured with best support and shortest turn-around time.


                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Adaptation of most recent technology

                                        Athena's products and enhanced and new releases are issued every quarter to ensure conformation to the environment.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        



        

            
                
                    Our Products

                

                

                    
                        
                            


                            
                                Bookings

                                A full-featured solution comprising front, mid and back offices to automate the full process flow of a travel agency.

                                 Learn more 


                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                eBookings

                                An IBE (Internet Travel Booking Engine) providing a facility where consumers can book their own travel products through the Internet.

                                 Learn more 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                eReportings

                                Online and real-time reporting tools with charts and graph to analyse data.

                                 Learn more 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                Warboard

                                Tools to enable managers to make decision by the presentation of the real-time data of the agency.

                                 Learn more 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                Magellan

                                Magellan maintains about 14 types of fares from airfares, hotel, car, cruise, ferry to tour packages.

                                 Learn more 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                Focal

                                Automates the consolidation of data across all sites into a single central depository.

                                 Learn more 
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                                        Travel Agencies
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        0+
                                        Workstations Deployed
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                                        Years of Experience
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                            Fully Integrated Front to Back Office Solution

                            Seamless integration to GDS and Web Based suppliers

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Global Presence

                            Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Technology Focus

                            Adaptation of most recent technology, enhanced are issued every quarter to ensure conformation to the environment.

                        

                    


                

                
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Wide Range of Solutions

                            eCommerce, Enterprise Application Systems, Knowledge Management Systems, Systems Integration with legacy systems, and CRM 

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Business Intelligence Solution

                            Gain in depth real time insights into customers.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Extensive Experience

                            More than 20 years experience in travel industry
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                                Athena Bookings
                                Athena eBookings
                                Athena eReporting
                                Athena Warboard
                                Athena Magellan
                                Athena Focal
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                                            Athena Bookings is a full-featured solution comprising front, mid and back offices to automate the full process flow of a travel agency. It creates a seamless information flow in all business areas of a travel agency, creating a real-time and accurate data processing within the organisation.

                                        

                                        
                                            Core Functions
                                            
	Profiling - Corporate, Corporate Department, Contact, Client/Traveller and Supplier. Each entity profile contains common information such as names, address, etc. In addition, Athena includes financial parameters e.g. credit limit and aging limit, and CRM information specific to each traveler.
	
                                                    Front Office -
                                                    	Reservation - unlimited bookings per reservation with 16 types of travel products.
	Documentation - Itinerary, Tour Itinerary, Supplier documents, Invoice, Exchange Order, Voucher, Credit Notes, Receipts, Refund Requisition, etc.
	Searching - comprehensive searching of bookings using passenger names, departure dates, reference no, invoice no, voucher no, air ticket no, etc.
	Queue - for efficient management of each consultant's bookings.
	Reports - operational reports to manage the agency's reservations with flexible selections and filters


                                                
	
                                                    Back  Office -
                                                    	Account Receivable - Debtor Management which includes Deposit, Receipts, Statements and others. 
	Account Payable - Creditor Management which includes EO Payable, BSP reconciliation, Payments, Statements, Airline Sales Return (for non-BSP agencies) and others.
	Invoice Run Management
	General Ledger Interface - generate accounting entries to other Accounting packages including Athena Ledger.


                                                
	
                                                    Reporting Module -
                                                    	Over 300 reports with numerous selections and filtering criterias
	Dividing into 6 volumes - Bookings, Sales, Financial, Executive, Client Reports and Listing
	Constantly being enhanced as Athena includes more reports based on customers' request


                                                
	
                                                    Personalisation and Preferences - Each user can set their preferences in using Athena Bookings, making full use of the different short-cuts and variables and increasing the productivity in using the system
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                                        Athena eBookings is an IBE (Internet Travel Booking Engine) providing a facility where consumers can book their own travel products through the Internet. With Athena eBookings, travel suppliers are able to diversify distribution channel and provide convenience for their customers to view travel information, locate and search for products (tour packages, air, hotel and others), make a reservation and retrieve previous bookings.

                                         Athena eBookings is applicable for Corporate or Retail users where different workflows of reservation can be configured.

                                        

                                        Athena eBookings can be installed independently or integrated with Athena Bookings and Magellan, making a complete travel technology solution.

                                        

                                        Fares are supplied by Magellan, and reservations made through Athena eBookings will be automatically exported to Athena Bookings, where consultants are able to manage the bookings without re-keying the data. Similarly, confirmation and status changes are updated in the agency’s Athena Bookings are also reflected in the eBookings.

                                        Athena eBookings infrastructure is developed using Microsoft .NET technology and based on XML and web-services for communication and interface to other systems.

                                        Key Features:

                                        	
                                                Able to book air, hotel and tour packages, insurance and other travel products.

                                            
	
                                                Able to book multiple trips with different travel arrangements

                                            
	
                                                Developed using Microsoft .NET, utilising XML and web-services

                                            
	
                                                Integrated with Athena Magellan for Fares Management

                                            
	
                                                Integrated with Athena Bookings to achieve seamless integration with internal agency system
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                                        With Athena Corporate eReporting system, travel agencies are now able to deliver online and real-time reporting facilities to their corporate clients.

                                        Corporate clients are able to retrieve their own financial and travel reports based on purchases of travel products from the travel agency. Information provided includes travel expenses report by specific dates, airlines and hotels usage, statement of accounts, and other travel-related reports.

                                        The system is also able to generate charts and graphs, for example to show the usage of different airline carriers for the month or the year.

                                        Athena Corporate eReporting relies on the data transmitted from Athena Bookings, which includes all financial data such as selling price, discount and rebates given to the corporate.

                                        In this manner, Corporate will be able to retrieve complete travel-related information including insurance, service fees and other travel arrangements.

                                        With Athena Corporate eReporting, corporate travel agencies are equipped to deliver better services to their corporate and at the same time reduce operating overheads in manual generation of reports.

                                        Key Features:

                                        	Online and real-time retrieval of travel-related reports
	Flexible selection of reporting period and other parameters, e.g. specific airline or passenger
	Access rights are issued by the travel agency to specific corporate
	Developed using Microsoft .NET, utilising XML and web-services
	Integrated with Athena Bookings to achieve seamless data integration
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                                        The product name - WarBoard derives from the table where commanding officers in wartime discuss and plan actions based on the movement of troops and terrains which are laid out on that table. The objective of this product is similar in enabling managers to make decision by the presentation of the real-time data of the agency.

                                        Based on the implementation of Athena Bookings suite, Athena WarBoard further extends the power of automation by offering advance reporting and management functions. This real-time analytical reporting draw from all data – operational and financial, generate performance metrics, and present a pictorial and situational of your current travel business.

                                        Information such as Revenues and Cost are presented with the breakdown of the details of your customers buying patterns – which type of travel products, what kind of itineraries, which suppliers the products are from, and which consultants are selling them.

                                        Senior management or owners of travel agencies will appreciate Athena WarBoard because it is designed for business where success is contingent upon the speed, accuracy, clarity and effectiveness of the data presentation. This solution will empower the organization to plan, analyze and adapt in real time, for better business performance.

                                        This revolutionary business intelligence tool will give a big advantage over the competitors in better management of the agency and plan better for profit maximisation.

                                        Key Features:
                                        	
                                                Interactive real-time data access
                                            
	
                                                Fast retrieval and easy to understand data presentation
                                            
	
                                                Extensive Reporting Selection Criteria
                                            
	
                                                Drill down capability for displaying detailed operational data
                                            
	
                                                Multiple reports display at anytime for planning and comparison purposes
                                            
	
                                                More than hundreds of reports and combinations offered
                                            
	
                                                Auto-update capability
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                                        Athena Magellan maintains about 14 types of fares from airfares, hotel, car, cruise, ferry to tour packages. It includes a tour packager, which creates tour products comprising itineraries and options (hotel or land choices).

                                        As part of a fares management system, Magellan also provides wide-ranging distribution channels through print, download into Magellan Client edition and through Internet (as part of Athena eBookings).

                                        Athena realizes Fares management is a tedious and laborious process and Magellan has features to reduce repetitive tasks in creating fare data. In addition, Magellan accepts fare imports from Excel and text files that can be used as a master fare copy, i.e. the Excel file is the master fare sheet for changes and addition into Athena Magellan.

                                        When you purchase Athena Magellan license, you will be able to distribute Magellan (Client Edition) free-of-charge as part of the distribution module. Magellan (Client Edition) is a read-only module which search and read Magellan fare files. These fares can be integrated into Athena Bookings. 

                                        Key Features:

                                        	
                                                More than 14 types of travel products – air, hotel, car, cruise, ferry, tour packages, and others

                                            
	
                                                Import from Excel or text files, which can be used as master fare files

                                            
	
                                                Distribute fares through Internet, print, and download facility to Magellan (client Edition)

                                            
	
                                                License to distribute Magellan (Client Edition) free-of-charge
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                                                Athena Focal

                                                Centralisation (HQ and Branches) Solution
                                            
                                        

                                        As a solution for travel agencies having multiple locations (branches), Athena Focal automates the consolidation of data across all sites into a single central depository. The mechanism ofAthena Focal utilizes the low-cost Internet connectivity and setup-and-forget installation. 

                                        Each site - whether it is a branch or a regional branch or a headquarter - can have a selection of branches’ information to be transferred into their site. The information can then be viewed with Athena Bookings using Multi-System selection
                                         

                                         

                                        To complement the data consolidation function, Athena Focal Reporting compiles critical reports of all offices financial figures and presented them in a single module.
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                                HONG KONG
                                MALAYSIA
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                Join Us

                Athena is the leading supplier of travel technology for travel agencies/suppliers in Asia Pacific with offices in Singapore, Hong Kong and Malaysia. We have our own product solutions and have customers all over Asia Pacific. We are committed in our work and ensure work-life balance for the staffs.

                Why join us?

                We may be a small company but forging ahead with latest technology in the ever changing and exciting travel industry. We provide a condusive and happy working environment for our staffs and ensure work-life balance activities. Join us and together we make a difference.

                

              	
					
					 
                        1. Support Engineer

                        

                        Installation and   implementation of Athena solutions in travel suppliers’ locations, provide   application support to current Athena users, and 

                        

                        Qualification - you   must have at least a Diploma in Computer Engineering or similar course. Knowledge of basic networking, MS-Windows Operating   systems and MS-Office. Good communication skill and interaction with others.   Previous experience in travel industry is an advantage.

                        

                      
                        2. Software Engineer
                        

                        Develop enhancements to   current products and also new products for the travel   industry. 

                        

                        Qualification - you must have at   least a Diploma in Computer Engineering or similar course. Has done   development using Microsoft Visual Studio - Visual Basic   and C+, Visual Studio .NET, web programming using ASP and ASPX. Database   knowledge is also necessary - MS SQLServer, Oracle and Access.

                        

                        3. Sales Executive / Manager

                        

                        Promote Athena   products to all travel suppliers in Asia Pacific. Conduct exhibitions, seminars,   sales events and other activities across Asia Pacific cities. Perform demo and   proposals to potential customers and complete sales transactions. Will also   involve post-sales activities to support and promote other products to current   clients.

                        

                        Qualification - you must have at   least a Diploma in Business studies or   similar courses. Previous travel industry knowledge is preferred and must have   interest in Information Technology. Must be able to travel extensively.
                    

                    We offer   attractive numeration and benefits to potential candidates. If you would   like a career with us, please send us an email to hr@athena-innovations.com detailing   about yourself and the position that you would like to apply.

                    Only short-listed candidates will be notified.
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                                Singapore Office

                            

                            
                                Address: 18 Sin Ming Lane, #08-27 Midview City, Singapore 573960

                            

                            
                                Telephone:+65 6423 1028

                            

                            
                                Email: sales@athena-innovations.com
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                                Hong Kong Office

                            

                            
                                Address:Workshop A .23/F Capital Trade Centre

                                62 Tsun Yip Street, Kowloon, Hong Kong

                            

                            
                                Telephone:+852 21913483

                            

                            
                                Email: sales@athena-innovations.com
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                                Malaysia Office

                            

                            
                                Address:26-2 Lorong 6E/91, Taman Shamelin Perkasa

                                56100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

                            

                            
                                Telephone:+603 92821500

                            

                            
                                Email: sales@athena-innovations.com

                            

                            

                            

                        

                    



                

                
                    

                

       

    

		

		 
         
                Support

			  To raise a support ticket, please click HERE 

				For customer support using TeamViewer, please click
					  HERE to download.
			
For more information about Teamviewer, visit www.teamviewer.com
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                                Singapore Office

                            

                            
                                Telephone: +65 6423 1028

                            

                            
                                Email: support@athena-innovations.com
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                                Hong Kong Office

                            

      
                            
                                Telephone:+852 21913483

                            

                            
                                Email: supporthkg@athena-innovations.com
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                                Malaysia Office

                            

                            
                                Telephone:+603 92821500

                            

                            
                                Email: support-my@athena-innovations.com

                            

                            

                            

                        

                    



                

                
            
                


            



    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        Copyright ©
                         All rights reserved | Athena Innovations Pte Ltd
                        
                    

                

            

        

    



    
    


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    

